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WASTE REDUCTION  ROUND TABLE 

Did You Know? 
- Mardi Gras waste is growing. 1,199 tons of waste were collected from our streets in 2018 

compared to 960 tons in 2016. The “success” of Mardi Gras was once measured by waste. 

- None of the waste picked up after our parades is currently recycled. 

- The city and taxpayers pay for post parade waste pickup through the Department of Sanitation. 
Costs are based in part on amount of waste collected by contracted companies. 

- Most Krewes require members to buy throws through their organization and some Krewes order 
their floats in the parade based on the amount of throws purchased. Most throw packages do not 
include recycled, alternative or locally made throws. 

- Over 25 million pounds of plastic beads are shipped to New Orleans each year. 

- In 2018, 93,000 pounds of beads were found in a 5 block stretch of storm drains on St. Charles 
Ave. along with 7.2 million pounds of debris. Removal was paid for by the city. 

Waste Prevention vs. Waste Recycling: 

Mardi Gras waste comes from parade throwers and parade goers. Reducing the waste from each 
that ends up in our landfills can take two forms, prevention and recycling. Prevention would stop 
waste before it gets to the parade route and recycling would divert it away from the landfill. With 
only a few throw recycling facilities and 2 materials recycling facilities available in the greater New 
Orleans area, and no permanent recycling options on the parade route, waste prevention is key. 

What Do You Think? 
- What has changed about Mardi Gras that is causing more waste to be produced each year? 

- Who should be responsible for cleaning the waste left in our streets after a parade? 

- How can parade goers and parade throwers prevent waste from coming to and staying in our 
streets? 

- What fun and creative techniques can be implemented to reduce waste during a parade?  

- What do you do with your beads, throws and disposable waste when you leave the parade? 

- How should the success of Mardi Gras be measured? 

- When someone mentions “excess” as quality of Mardi Gras, what do you think they mean? 
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WASTE REDUCTION  ROUND TABLE - GET INVOLVED! 

Krewes: 
- Buy recycled and locally made throws and crafts or make your own.  

- Ask friends and family for their unwanted throws from the previous year. 

- Purchase fewer plastic imported throws. Adopt an “It’s The Show, Not The Throw” mentality. 

- Ask your Krewe leaders to implement a waste management plan or partner with an organization 
who can help create one. 

- Bring your leftover and unused throws to one ARC of GNO’s 40 drop off sites (the city’s recycling 
drop off center is one) or St. Michaels to be recycled. 

Parade Goers: 
- Bring a trash and recycling bag to the parade route, hang it from a ladder or tent and bring home 

your disposable waste. Adopt a “pack in, pack out” system. 

- Bring your unwanted throws to ARC of GNO or St. Michaels to be recycled any time of year. 

- Contact your council person and ask them what they are doing to help reduce Mardi Gras waste. 
Suggest changes you would like to see and encourage adoption of new policies. 

- Talk about this issue and action plans with Krewe members and parade going friends. 

Businesses & Residents Along The Parade Route: 

- Don’t sell or buy single use/disposable items and packaging for the parade route. 

- Consider becoming a drop off and pick up point for throws and disposable waste recycling. 

- Monitor and clean the storm drain on your block. 

- Contact your council person and ask them what they are doing to help reduce Mardi Gras waste. 
Suggest changes you would like to see and encourage adoption of new policies. 

Leave Us A Comment and Pledge! 

We want to know how you think a future Mardi Gras might create less waste. Please leave a 
comment and/or pledge on the table scroll, in the comment box, at the WWNO Listening Post or 
email us at info@groundskrewe.org with thoughts, ideas or suggestions.  


